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www.carjonline.orgChange is inevitable. Change is constant.
Benjamin Disraeli, Lord Beaconsfield, British Prime Minister, 1874e80
Teamwork is essentialdit allows you to blame someone else.
Proverb, author unknown
Greetings on behalf of the new editorial team. At the last
general meeting of the Canadian Association of Radiologists
(CAR), I was offered and accepted the position of editor-in-
chief of the Canadian Association of Radiologists Journal
(CARJ). This is a great honour for me as well as a respon-
sibility that I take very seriously. At the present time, the new
team is transitioning into its new responsibilities, and we ask
for your indulgence and encouragement while this is done.
CARJ has always been an important factor in my career
since first entering the field of radiology as a resident in
1984. I can recall my initial exposure to the journal in the
first year of my residency when I keenly read it from cover to
cover! Many of my first publications appeared in its pages,
and I fondly remember the interactions I had with Dr Brian
Lentle who was editor-in-chief at that time. Not only were
my first articles in CARJ, but it was the first journal for
which I ever reviewed articles. The journal, therefore, played
an important role in the development of my career. In time,
Dr Lentle was succeeded by Dr Michele Azouz, later by Dr
Dale Vellet, and most recently Dr Craig Coblentzdall
of whom provided leadership in the maintenance and
development of this publication. I hope very much that I can
live up to the high standards that have been set by my
predecessors.
I will be assisted in this role by Dr Savvas Nicolaou, asso-
ciate professor of radiology at the Vancouver General Hospital
and the director of the Emergency and Trauma Radiology
Service at the Vancouver General Hospital. Both he and Dr
Kieran Murphy, professor and vice chair of the Department of
Radiology at the University of Toronto, will assist me as
deputy editors in my editorial duties. Our editorial assistant
will be Mrs Lorna Collins; many of you who choose to submit
articles to the journal will be in contact with her.
As many of you are well aware, many changes are taking
place in CAR and CARJ. The journal has a new Web site in 2009
at www.carjonline.org. CARJ submissions are now done through0846-5371/$ - see front matter  2009 Canadian Association of Radiologists. A
doi:10.1016/j.carj.2009.07.002an online system managed by Elsevier (ees.elsevier.com/carj),
and we are confident that this will greatly facilitate the
submission of manuscripts as well as review and publication. We
anticipate that the turn-around time can be greatly accelerated in
this way. This will also be facilitated by the ongoing renovation
of the Web sites for both CAR and CARJ, which are already
underway and should make them both far more user friendly.
Stay tuned in the next year for further changes in the format and
appearance of the journal as well!
We encourage all of you to assist the editorial team in further
development of the journal by actively participating in its
functions. We are keenly interested in receiving, reviewing, and
publishing a wide variety of different articles. Although we
certainly are very interested in original research, we recognize
that CARJ plays a vitally important role in keeping Canadian
radiologists updated and well informed in all aspects of radi-
ology. In view of this, review articles, pictorial essays, ‘‘How I
Do It’’ articles, and critical appraisal articles are especially
sought after and appreciated by the readership. Why not
consider sending in manuscripts? We promise to do all we can to
make it a pleasant and relatively painless experience. To do this,
we also need to solicit your help by your agreeing to participate
as a reviewer. For those of you who are already reviewers, I
would strongly encourage you to go to the submission Web site
for the journal (ees.elsevier.com/carj) and update your profiles.
We certainly encourage any constructive and practical
new ideas and suggestions to make the journal more useful
and user friendly to you, its audience and consumers. As
with any modern institution, the CAR and its journal must
constantly evolve and be open to adapting to the environment
in which it exists. I hope very much all of you will be willing
to stay in close contact with me and the editorial team to
keep the journal relevant, vibrant, and useful.
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